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ABSTRACT Transportation activities largely contribute to CO2 emissions. In particular, car and truck fuel consumption must be reduced. Recent developments in intelligent transport system technologies allow fuel savings by guiding the driver through routes avoiding road traffic, while taking into account elevation and the car-specific fuel consumption profile. It is known that the ecological route (eco-route) calculated by using travel time information, geographical features, and the vehicle characteristics, etc. are effective for the reduction of fuel consumption. In this paper, we briefly review the context of “eco” features in the European market. Then, we propose an analysis method using geographical features for the needs of eco-route investigation. In addition, we apply the analysis method to Europe (France), and describe the eco-route potential in Europe.
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INTRODUCTION Greenhouse gas emissions harm the planet. All over the world, countries, private companies and individuals have been agreeing to put more effort into reducing them. In the automotive industry, the main work has been focusing on engine performance. Although it is still very important, recently, applications of intelligent transport systems technologies, especially in car navigation systems, showed successful results. A system that searches for a fuel-consumption-minimizing route with predicted fuel consumption, and that guides the driver through the ecological route (eco-route), was developed for Japanese market (1)(2). It is clear that there are several factors that affect the fuel consumption, such as traffic information, geographic information, and vehicle profile. It is necessary to figure out whether these factors are important in an area before application of this system. The technology was recently ported to meet European market specificities, and this paper aims at describing the applicability of the system in the market. In this paper, we briefly review the main commercial features that are labeled “eco” across Europe. Then, we recall the basics of our eco-routing system, as well as the modifications needed to make it suitable for the European market. Next, we propose an analysis method using geographical features for the eco-route investigation needs. Finally, we apply the method to Europe and analyze the potential of eco-route.



OVERVIEW OF ECO FEATURES IN EUROPE Within the European Union’s new regulation (3), the fuel consumption of new cars must be reduced such that their CO2 emissions do not exceed 130g/km. In such context, more and more car makers and OEMs provide with “eco” features, suitable for different purposes. Two types of systems are close to ours: On the one hand, traffic congestion avoidance systems compute time-priority route, taking into account traffic situation. Significant contributions have been allowing dramatic reduction of travel time and fuel consumption. However, the time-priority route is not always the route which shows the least fuel consumption. On the other hand, engaged drivers can have lessons about how to drive the “eco” way, or use eco driving devices. However, while eco-driving systems mainly involve advising drivers about fuel-efficient driving techniques, they do not give any advice on route selection.
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FUEL CONSUMPTION PREDICTION MODEL Accuracy of fuel consumption prediction is necessary to calculate a consistently-effective eco-route. Our prediction model, described in (1), is the fuel consumption prediction model for the car navigation system. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of our prediction model. The model makes it’s predictions by using “Driving Patterns”, “Geographic Characteristic Values”, and “Vehicle Parameters”.
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Predicted Fuel Consumption Figure 1. Diagram of the fuel consumption prediction model. Our algorithm is based on the following model (Equation 1) proposed by Doctor Oguchi



(4)



. Equation 1 means that fuel consumption consists of five factors, which are base consumption, friction loss, altitude change loss (that is location, hereinafter referred to as “position loss”), air drag loss, and acceleration loss.
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Vehicle parameters Coefficient of Friction Coefficient of Air Drag Mass Internal resistance equivalent Fuel-energy equivalent Base consumption



Driving parameters Travel time T Vehicle speed v Physical parameters Road gradient  Other parameters g Acceleration of Gravity Number of interval J js , je Start and end of interval



Equation 1. Fuel Consumption Analysis Model (3) We investigated the change in the fuel consumption factors on each route by using Doctor Oguchi’s model. As a result, it was shown that the base consumption and position loss imply the most consumption changes compared to other factors. Especially, loss due to altitude change is important in the mountain area. In addition, the fuel consumption due to acceleration becomes a critical factor in the congested area or on expressways, due to the acceleration factor increase depending on the frequency and the speed differences. Base consumption becomes the main factor of the fuel consumption in area where the fuel consumption by position loss and acceleration is small. Therefore, the fastest-route that has the minimum travel time becomes the eco-route. In past research, it was reported that a time priority route (fastest-route) is effective to reduce fuel consumption (5). This case occurs with the above conditions. The position and the acceleration are factors that depend on the area topography. Therefore, the effect of our eco-routing system in the area is predictable by getting the knowledge of these two factors influence. They correspond to “Geographic Characteristic Values” and “Driving Patterns” in our model, and they depend on the driving environment and area. In this paper, we focused attention on the former and analyzed road elevation data in Europe (France). We confirmed that roads with great elevation variations exist around Paris, which indicates the existence of eco-route in this area.



ANALYSIS OF ECO-ROUTE POTENTIAL WITH GEOGRAPHY Equation 1 shows that each factor of the fuel consumption can independently be treated. In this analysis, we assume that the acceleration loss is small and the route’s fuel consumption 4



consists of the base consumption and the position loss. We focus only on the position loss, and predict the existence of the eco-route with the position loss. Figure 2 shows the concept diagram. We calculate the trend of position loss (Epos) of the route by using our model, and convert the position loss Epos(h) into the travel distance l . If the position loss is zero ( Epos  0 ), the fuel consumption of the route is dominated by the base consumption. At this time, minimum base consumption route, that is, the fastest route becomes the eco-route. As for the route, if an alternative route of similar distance to “the route distance + l ” exists when this route contains a position loss of Epos(h) , the alternative route is possibly an
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Figure 2. Conversion into travel distance



We estimate the ratio of uphill (that is Epos  0 ) on the route with the ratio of uphill in the area. In Equation 2, the uphill ratio is the ratio of uphill length in the area, and it is considered as the ratio of uphill on the route in the area. For example, when 20 percent of the roads in the area are uphill, the uphill roads included on the route in the area are assumed to be 20 percent of the entire route.



uphill ratio 



 uphill length  road length



 Equation 2



The Epos value of the route is estimated from the uphill length (or uphill ratio) by using the trend line of Figure 2. Then, the travel distance that corresponds to the Epos value is calculated by multiplying the Epos value and the vehicle’s average fuel consumption on the flat passes.
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ECO-ROUTE POTENTIAL IN EUROPEAN MARKET This chapter describes the eco-route potential in Europe (France) by applying the concept of the preceding chapter to a European (French) area, and using the geographical features. In this analysis, we used ASTER GDEM (6) as geographical features data. The evaluation area is the 80km square formed by the 64 areas around Paris shown in Figure 3.



Figure 3. Evaluation area (80km square around Paris)



Figure 4 is frequency of the uphill ratio for each area within this evaluation area. The average ratio is 32.7 percent, and the median is 31.7 percent. Here, it is estimated that about 30 percent of the roads in this area are uphill with positional loss.
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Figure 4. Frequency of the uphill ratio



We calculated multiple fastest-routes by setting multiple origin-destination (OD) points in the evaluation area. The route in Figure 5 is one example. This route passes the motorway, and the ratio of the uphill with position loss is 17 percent. Figure 6 shows the routes average fuel consumption calculated using our model. The horizontal axis is the ratio of uphill per route distance unit. In this case, the route distance unit is 10[km].



Origin Destination Travel distance



Figure 5. Route example
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Figure 6. Average fuel consumption (calculated by our model)



We used both the parameter of the gasoline car and the diesel car to calculate the average fuel consumption. The reason is the diesel market in Western Europe is 46 percent in 2009. Especially France is occupying a high share of more than 70 percent (7). On the other hand, the main car market in Japan is gasoline. With a different engine, it is important to know the influence of the altitude change. In Figure 6, yd is the fuel consumption trend of the diesel car, and yg is the gasoline car. The absolute value of yd gradient is bigger than yg, and it means that fuel consumption of the diesel cars are easily influenced by altitude change, compared to gasoline ones. The base consumption of the gasoline cars controls the entire fuel consumption, and the base consumption of the diesel cars is low, therefore, the fuel consumption of the diesel cars is influenced by other factors. Figure 7 shows the trend of Epos at this time. The eco-route potential in this area is estimated using Figure 7. We refer to the Epos value at the 30 percent ratio because the ratio of uphill in this area is 30 percent. According to figure 6 and 7, the fuel consumption at 30 percent ratio is 123.7[cc], and the average fuel consumption with a 0 percent ratio is 32.5[km/l], the needed distance is about 4[km] by multiplying these two values. As a result, if there is an alternative route with flat passes in the area and that route is shorter than 14[km] (= 10 + 4[km]), it is thought that the alternative route could be an eco-route.
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Figure 7. Epos trend in the evaluation area



DRIVING EXPERIMENTS The above mentioned method is confirmed by using the driving experiment of the fastest-route and the eco-route, see Table 1. Route



Direction



#1



→ → ← ← → → ← ←



#2



Type



Travel Time



Average speed[km/h]



Fastest 0:24:19 51.9 Eco 0:29:08 30.5 Fastest 0:24:21 52.6 Eco 0:38:00 21.8 Fastest 0:28:28 77.6 Eco 0:38:08 42.4 Fastest 0:32:07 71.8 Eco 0:54:21 33.0 Table 1. Driving experiments



Distance [km]



15 10 15 10 35 26 35 26



Fuel advantage



18% 1% 36% 25%



As a result, we confirmed that fastest-routes are not always eco-routes and eco-route meet the above mentioned condition (the length of the eco-route shorter than 14[km] when the length of the fastest-route is 10[km]). In addition, as described above, diesel cars are popular in Europe, and altitude change influences them more compared to gasoline ones, and about 30 percent roads in Paris area are uphill. We think that there is an eco-route potential in Europe when you consider the above.
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CONCLUSION Many “eco” features are available on the European market, influencing peoples behavior towards transportation in general, and the act of driving in particular. Our system gives further advice on how fuel can be saved, by guiding the user through the most ecological route. It was initially developed and validated in Japan. This time, we analyzed the existence of the eco-route from a geographical features factor of Europe (France). We showed the existence of an eco-route that is different from the fastest-route. It is that, if an alternative route of a length shorter than 14[km] exists corresponding to the fastest-route of 10[km], the alternative route might be an eco-route. The existence condition of the eco-route was confirmed by driving experiments in France. Additionally, it is clear by our analysis that diesel cars are influenced by altitude change. As a result, we found that the eco-route technology is effective in Europe and can be applied using our analysis method.
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